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EW scale seesaw
of the order of the electron YukawaYν 10−6~<

solving the µ problem:  What is the origin of µ << MPlanck

solving the ν problem:  How to accommodate the neutrino data 

No ad-hoc scales: Only the EW scale generated by the soft SUSY-breaking terms
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μνSSM

+

Supersymmetry with right-handed neutrinos
Rigth-handed neutrinos are likely to exist in order to generate neutrino masses

~ TeV generate anwith

R-parity is explicitly violated by the new terms, implying a very rich phenomenology:
* The LSP is no longer stable, all particles are potential LSPs:

neutralino, sneutrino, slepton, squark
• Distinct prompt or displaced decays of the LSP producing

multi-leptons/jets with small/moderate MET from neutrinos
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The recent measurement of g-2 yields a new deviation of
corresponding to a 4.2σ discrepancy. This could be a signal of new physics

The main one-loop SUSY contributions are:

To explain this discrepancy, we
exploit the fact that light charginos, 
neutralinos, muon sneutrino and 
smuon are posible in the μνSSM

We sample the relevant parameter space which contains these 4 parameters and the other
independent parameters determining neutrino, Higgs and slepton physics

In addition to g-2, we reproduce Higgs and 
neutrino data as well as flavor observables 
such as B and μ decays



LHC searches for electroweakinos further constrain the allowed regions of the μνSSM

1908.08215

1504.05162
We can apply the limits on LLPs from
the ATLAS searches for
decay lengths larger than 1 mm

Now, the intermediate decay will mainly
produce hadrons

2011.07812

Decay lengths larger
than 3mm are 
constrained by the 
search for displaced 
leptons at ATLASMasses smaller than

96.3 GeV are 
excluded by LEP

Some of the processes analyzed are:
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We found
significant regions
compatible with
g-2 at the 2σ level
and all
experimental data
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Bino LSP points that are unconstrained by LHC searches is because they
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The points of the µνSSM compatible with g-2 predict light sleptons and/or gauginos, 
which can be the prime target for the future (HL-)LHC experiments.
Those in the 1σ region evade existing searches thanks to

* Metastability of the  LSP or RH smuon LSP
* Close mass spectrum in points with LH muon-sneutrino LSP

Sleptons and gauginos are more efficiently probed at lepton colliders
through the pair production of these particles

A part of the points will be probed in the future multi-leptón + MET searches at the (HL-) 
LHC, and the rest may be explored at a larger machine such a 100 TeV hadron collider.

A discovery of such electroweakly charged states by itself cannot distinguish µνSSM 
from MSSM. But in the MSSM sleptons lighter tan charginos are less favored by the 
LHC Run 2 results. Furthermore, in the µνSSM, sleptons can even be lighter than bino
thanks to the R-parity violation, which is not allowed in the MSSM.

Displaced-vertex searches in the LHC Run 3 or the HL-LHC offer another promising way
to cover large parts of the favored parameter space
*Bino LSP avoids the current bounds because its decay length is shorter than 1.25 mm
*RH smuon LSP avoids them because its decay length is between 1.5 and 3 mm 

It is possible to improve the sensitivity for a submillimeter decay length; given the 
extremely low background in these searches, one can relax the requirements on the
impact parameter of lepton tracks and the reconstructed position of displaced vertices.
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